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About This Game

Protect earth from destruction in this shiny 3D brick-breaking game!

The game introduces a new approach on the block breaking genre. Voxel Baller will take you through 5 different areas in its
World Tour mode. Unlock all the characters and tackle the obstacles to master the invaders!

- 10 worlds and 50 unique levels
- boss battles

- evolutive difficulty: play the game to unlock more credits
- 6 different characters, each with its own special ability

- an endless mode for high score seekers
- 4 camera angles available

- full controller support
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Title: Voxel Baller
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MKD games
Publisher:
MKD games
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7-64bit or later

Processor: 64 bits

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 400 Series or AMD equivalent w/ 1GB VRAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese
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Nicely looking breaker but unfortunately i'll recommened against aquirring this game as the only control options is joypad and
keyboard and the result of that is a game that doesnt have the natural flow of handling a game like this should have and
therefore becomes next to impossible to actually enjoy for me. I rarely refund games but this is one of the rare occasion where i
made such request as i simply wont buy the developers explanation that the game would become too easy with mouse control
and that explanation pretty much fall flat in my view as it seems like a poor development choice above all.. It looks very nice for
sure, but the paddle controls are not very responsive, not the most pleasant experience. It feels laggy. The sideways perspective
is a bit awkward as well. It has fun level design and includes nice details, like being able to bonk the cars that drive past.
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